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Automatic Error Handling Pro is a handy utility to automatically insert error handling code into Visual Basic
procedures. By simply selecting the procedures to be modified and specifying a code label, the program
automatically inserts the "on error goto label" statements. Using this program you can handle most errors in
procedures and help you in correcting them. The program is able to insert "on error goto" lines even if the
procedures do not start with a Goto Label statement. Using Automatic Error Handling Pro you can: ￭ Automatically
insert "on error goto" statements. ￭ Create code "on error goto" and Goto label code. ￭ Insert variable values (at
runtime, or at design time, etc). ￭ Insert variable values into procedures with the correct scope (global, class, object,
etc). ￭ Insert global variables and functions. ￭ Specify different labels for different errors. ￭ Specify different catch
blocks for different errors. ￭ Specify specific methods for the different errors. ￭ Create subroutines with "on error
goto label" inserted. ￭ Specify "else if" for "on error goto" statements. ￭ Insert "else if" blocks into "on error goto"
procedures. ￭ Specify conditionally Goto labels. ￭ Insert an "else" clause. ￭ Use goto labels to automatically return
to the original line of code. ￭ Create exit points (using exit points). ￭ Create exit points with a label and Goto label. ￭
Insert "do while" loops. ￭ Specify "end if" for "on error goto" procedures. ￭ Create nested procedures (using the
"procedure"). ￭ Specify an exit point for "on error goto" procedures. ￭ Specify where to place the label (the "on error
goto label" statement). ￭ Specify which procedure to select on project load. ￭ Do not remove the code inserted by
this program when deleting and re-inserting code. This utility is a powerful tool to automatically insert "on error
goto" statements in procedures. It is a handy utility to handle errors in procedures and helps you in correcting them.
Automatic Error Handling Pro Online Help: ￭ Click the
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Visual Basic code errors are usually handled by the automatic insertion of a special statement in every procedure
where an error occurs. For example: If Err.Number = 4087 Then On Error Goto 0 On Error GoTo Err.Description
End If In most of the cases there is a piece of code inserted in the procedure which is called when the error occurs
and this code is usually: On Error Goto ProcedureName On Error GoTo Procname On Error GoTo Label On Error
Goto Label This kind of code is usually confusing to users because they can't see what this piece of code is doing.
Automatic Error Handling Pro For Windows 10 Crack (AERHP) is a program that helps you to insert such code to
handle errors when you need to. Features: ￭ Supports VB6/VB.NET ￭ Supports line numbers (and file numbers) ￭
Supports tracing, error-reporting and error-handling code in procedures ￭ Inserts the code required to handle
errors (the on error go to statement) ￭ The code is automatically inserted in the procedure where the error occurs
and the procedure is shown as "Add Code" in the error-handling window. ￭ All those procedures will be tracked
(numbered) and one-by-one they will be set to report errors (you can add a comment at the beginning of the
procedure). ￭ The user can change the text of the error-handler window, display the line number and/or the file
number. ￭ Delete from selected code ￭ Option to make a back-up copy of the project on exit ￭ Option to skip the
procedures where the user has defined a post-fix to the procedure name. ￭ Options to show the current code view
panel in a separate window ￭ Options to show the code selected when the project is loaded ￭ Options to show the
code preview ￭ Options to select the procedures to ignore when loading a new project ￭ Options to insert code when
a project is loaded ￭ Options to choose what to select on project load ￭ Options to add a button to the toolbar ￭
Options to unselect all files in the project ￭ Options to ignore procedures with a specific post-fix (example:



OnErrorGotoPostFoo) ￭ Options to show a 2edc1e01e8
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￭ Automatically add the necessary code to handle errors in procedures: you may insert code "On Error GoTo Label".
￭ Removes code (not compiled) in a procedure, except for removed code. ￭ Detects what to remove (and what not to
remove, if it is a bitwise OR condition) ￭ Detects automatically the options: line numbers, tracing, code lines,
selecting and not selecting files ￭ Limits selection of files on project load. ￭ All variables are back-ed by calling the
"BackUpAllVariablesBeforeTrace" procedure. ￭ In the settings panel, "Ignore" contains a list of procedures which
are ￭ detected by the program as a potential error handler. Each selected ￭ procedure is shown in an independent
window, with the line numbers ￭ and the text of the procedure. ￭ All procedures are "prettified", that is: renamed
from the original ￭ procedure name, so "On Error GoTo Label" becomes "GoToLabel", etc. ￭ A checkbox allows users
to turn on or off automatic error handling. ￭ A status panel displays all the variables which may be back-ed before ￭
logging a procedure. ￭ Options to take "back-up copies" of the "project", "all files", or a ￭ "folder tree" of selected
files. ￭ Other options available in the settings panel: the ability to ignore ￭ user defined line-numbers, the tracing
flag, the possibility to select files ￭ and not to select them, and the option to "Trace" procedures or not. ￭ A
dedicated "About" window. ￭ More: ￭ In the "Code preview" view panel, users can select a procedure and ￭ "enter"
the code. ￭ Added a button to remove only the current error handling code. ￭ Added an "Ignore files" button to
delete all files of a folder tree (but ￭ not all subfolders). ￭ Added a "Check settings" button to show the settings
panel ￭ Added a "Back up all variables before tracing" button to back-up all ￭ variables of all procedures
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 or 8 Minimum Dual Core processor (AMD Athlon 64 or Intel Core 2 Duo) Minimum 1GB of RAM 12GB of
available hard drive space 4X NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 Additional Notes: Players with NVIDIA graphics cards can
turn off Forceware in "System Settings" > "Software" > "Manage 3D Settings" and "Graphics" by using the option
"Force Software Fallback". Once the game is installed, the user must restart the computer. Currently this method
works with the driver
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